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Abstract 
The identification of pulmonary nodules in humans has always been a vexing problem in the field of medical electronics. In this 
paper, an approach is proposed for pulmonary nodule segmentation and feature extraction using multilevel thresholding. The 
suitably extracted features can go a long way in the efficient detection of pulmonary nodules, which in turn can improve the 
chances for successful classification of nodules.  The proposed segmentation with three level thresholding along with the features 
extracted can be incorporated to any suitable classification architecture to detect pulmonary nodules with better accuracy. 
© 2016 The Authors.Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICETEST – 2015. 
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1. Introduction 
The accurate investigation and diagnosis is a challenging task in medical field in managing various diseases. 
Early diagnosis can greatly improve the effectiveness of the treatment and thus increase the 5 year survival rate of 
the lung cancer patients from 15% to 65%-80% [1]. Medical imaging provides a non invasive method for detection 
and characterization of the pulmonary abnormalities.  The pulmonary nodule is a frequent finding on Computed 
Tomography (CT) scans and it is of high clinical importance as it may prove to be an early manifestation of lung 
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cancer [2].  The problem of efficient detection and classification of cancerous pulmonary nodules is of great 
significance in improving the general health of any society. CT provides better spatial and contrast resolution and 
thus CT image based study of pulmonary nodules has been a common approach practiced over the years in the field 
of lung cancer detection.  
An automated lung segmentation method based on thresholding with iteratively found optimal threshold was 
published by Hu et al. in [3].This method was further used as a preprocessing step for lung lobe segmentation by 
Van Rikxoort [4]. Armato et al. [5] used grey level thresholding with rolling ball filter to include juxtapleural 
nodules. Wei et al. [6] selected a threshold to extract lung region based on histogram analysis. N Homma et al. [7] 
proposed a lung area extraction technique for pulmonary nodule detection using Active Contour Model. Another 
approach for lung area extraction and nodule detection proposed by S.Sousa et al. [8] used multiple region growing 
and thresholds was selected based on histogram analysis of the image. A fully automated approach for lung 
segmentation with Active Shape Model was proposed by S. Sun. et al in [9]. 
In this research paper, an approach is proposed for feature extraction of prospective pulmonary nodules and initial 
candidate nodule identification for consequent classification. This approach makes use of CT images from 
publically available lung imaging database for cancer studies. After employing image enhancement techniques to 
the extracted lung image, an intermediate thresholding followed by a micro level thresholding is performed. In 
addition, various shape and intensity based features are extracted and a preliminary rule based filtering is employed 
to reduce the false nodules.  
2. General Architecture of Pulmonary Nodule Detection  System 
Computer Aided Detection system for pulmonary nodules consists of various subsystems like image acquisition, 
preprocessing, segmentation, nodule detection and false positive elimination [10]. Image acquisition subsystem is 
responsible for obtaining suitable medical images and image preprocessing techniques are generally applied to 
improve the quality of the image for display and analysis.  
2.1. Pre-processing of images 
Pre-processing aims to improve the image data to enhance certain features of the image, which in turn enhances 
the accuracy and precision of detection algorithm. Preprocessing techniques include removal of defects such as 
noise, lack of contrast and removal of the unwanted parts like labels, images of other organs. In general, noise in an 
image has higher frequency spectrum. So low pass filtering may be effective in removing the noise. The impulse 
noise can be removed by simple median filtering. Histogram equalization may improve the contrast of the image. 
Selective enhancement filters and suppression filters also can be employed to enhance the image for further 
processing.  
2.2. Lung Segmentation 
CT scan provides detailed views of the body’s soft tissues, including blood vessels, muscle tissue, and organs. So 
Extraction of lung area from CT image reduces search space for nodules. Lung segmentation is a challenging 
problem due to in-homogeneities in the structure, different available scanners and scanning protocols. Size, shape 
and texture of lungs image varies in different CT slices. Contrast between lungs and neighbor tissue is the basis for 
the most of the lung segmentation methods. Exclusion of the nodules connected to the boarder (juxta-pleural nodule) 
is a crucial issue at this stage. 
2.3. Lung Nodule Detection 
This stage aims at determining the location of pulmonary nodules. Since nodules represent the initial radiographic 
finding of lung cancer, early diagnosis can increase the patient’s survival rate. Pulmonary nodule detection is always 
a difficult task due to its varying size, contrast and location within an area of complex anatomy. The nodules can be 
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classified based on the location as well-circumscribed nodules, juxta-pleural nodules, nodule with pleural tail and  
juxta-vascular nodules and those based on intensity as solid and non solid nodules. Nodule detection generally 
consists of two stages: (i) selection of initial candidate nodules and (ii) partial elimination of the false positive 
nodules (FPNs).  
2.4. Feature Extraction and Non-Nodule Filtering 
The objective of this stage is to extract features that help to remove highly non-nodule candidates segmented. A 
pulmonary nodule is defined as approximately round opacity, at least moderately well margin and not greater than 3 
cm in the maximum diameter [2]. Since pulmonary nodules are appeared as circular or ellipsoid in nature, features 
selected for initial filtering stage can be shape based. After the preliminary filtering stage a feature-based classifier 
also can be used for further false positive nodule elimination.  
3. Proposed Method 
A block diagram of the proposed work is given in Fig (1).  Preprocessed CT image is given to the Thorax 
Extraction block. Lung area is then extracted from this thorax region. Pulmonary nodules are segmented from lung 
image and various shape and intensity based features are extracted. A rule based filtering is employed to reduce a 
large number of non-nodule candidates. 
3.1. . Pre-processing of CT image and Global Thresholding based Lung Area Segmentation 
In the proposed method, CT image is initially rescaled without losing the information. A smoothing operation is 
then performed using a 2D median filter of mask size 3x3 for removing the noise.  
Removal of unwanted parts is carried out in two steps [5]. In the  first step all the artifacts external to the patient’s 
body are removed by extracting the Thorax region using a Thorax Mask. In the second step, images of other organs 
are removed by extracting Lungs region from the Thorax region using a Lung Mask. In order to include images with 
different contrast from various databases a contrast adjustment is performed. 
The Thorax Mask is prepared by Thresholding and morphological operations. For thresholding, density difference 
of the anatomical structure is made use of. Global Thresholding technique is employed and an optimum threshold is 
obtained iteratively [3] for each slice since the size of the object, background and contrast vary with each slice. The 
mean intensity of the image is set as the initial threshold. The segmentation threshold selection is described as an 
iterative procedure. Let Ti  be the threshold in the ith step, µo and µb be the mean intensity value of the object and 
background in the ith step and Ti+1 be the threshold for the i+1th step then 
ܶ݅൅ͳ ൌ ͳʹሺߤ݋ ൅ ߤܾሻ   (1) 
The iterative steps continue until the threshold converges to a defined small difference which is fixed by trial and 
error method in this case. The final threshold can be used for thresholding the CT image. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed Nodule candidate detection system. 
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  Morphological filling operation is employed to get the Thorax Mask and small objects are removed by 
morphological opening.  The Lung Mask is prepared by performing image subtraction of Thorax Mask and the 
thresholded image. After that morphological filling of the resultant image is performed. Morphological closing using 
circular structuring element is performed to avoid the exclusion of nodules connected to the boarder. By employing 
masking technique using Thorax Mask and Lung Mask with CT image Thorax region and lung region is extracted. 
Image is then enhanced with unsharp masking technique which helps the detection of pulmonary nodules with better 
accuracy. 
3.2. Intermediate Thresholding 
After applying a two step processing for lung segmentation, an additional two step Thresholding technique also 
been proposed in this paper for successful detection of pulmonary nodules. A single step intensity based 
thresholding may not include different density nodules. After observing intensity distribution within the lung region, 
a contrast enhancement has performed. In the proposed Intermediate Thresholding, the threshold is fixed with the 
knowledge of maximum and mean intensity within the lung region. The resultant binary image is used as the mask 
for obtaining Intermediate level nodule locations.  
3.3. Micro- level Thresholding 
By considering grey level information within the intermediate nodule locations a Micro-level threshold is selected 
for the next step thresholding for the enhanced image. The binary image thus obtained acts as the mask for obtaining 
initial nodule candidates.  
3.4. Extracted Features 
The following eleven morphological and intensity features are extracted using connected component analysis for 
the purpose of study.  
 
x Area: Area is defined as the number of pixels in the nodule region. Since the size of the nodule is 
considered as 3mm to 3cm this feature is a relevant one. 
x Solidity: The feature solidity is computed as ratio of the Area and Area of the smallest convex polygon that 
can contain the nodule region. This gives a measure of compactness.  
x Eccentricity: Eccentricity is the ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis 
length,   the value 0 is for circle and 1 for line segment. Eccentricity here calculated for the ellipse that has 
same second moment as the nodule region, gives the circularity measure. 
x  Extent: It is the ratio of the Area and the Area of the smallest rectangle containing the nodule region. It is a 
measure of compactness.  
x Equivalent diameter: It specifies the diameter of the circle with the same area of the nodule region and is 
calculated as : 
 
 ݀ ൌ ඥͶ כ ȀɎ                              (2) 
 
x Perimeter: It is the distance around the boundary of the nodule region and computed by calculating the 
distance between each adjoining pair of pixels around the border of the region. 
x Major axis length: Specifies the length (in pixels) of the major axis of the ellipse that has the same 
normalized second central moments as the nodule region. 
x  Minor axis length: Specifies the length (in pixels) of the minor axis of the ellipse that has the same 
normalized second central moments as the region. 
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x Minimum intensity: It is the minimum value of the intensity in the nodule region. 
x Maximum intensity: It is the maximum value of the intensity in the nodule region.  
x Mean intensity:  It is the mean value of the intensity in the nodule region.  
3.5. Filtering  
After analyzing the values of extracted features, a suitable fixed value or threshold is selected for certain features 
and removal of highly non- nodule candidates is carried out. The features selected are Area, Solidity, Extent, 
Eccentricity and the ratio of minor axis length to major axis length.  
The number of false nodules is usually large in pulmonary nodule detection system. Hence the initial filtering 
process effectively reduces non-nodule candidates. In addition, at later stage, false nodules can be further eliminated 
with a suitably designed feature based classifier.  
4. Results and Discussions 
Lung CT image database available in open domain can be used to develop, train and validate an efficient 
Computer Aided Detection system for lung nodules. In this paper, two such databases have been made use of. They 
are the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) database and Vision and Image Analysis Group - The Public 
Lung database to address Drug response (VIA/PLD). LIDC database contains 1018 cases, along with the images, 
radiological annotations are also provided to identify the location and radiological characteristics of the lesions [11]. 
VIA/PLD database contains 100 cases with location, size and characteristics [12]. 
In this study the clinical dataset used for experiments consists of 60 CT slices of 10 different CT scans from PLD 
and LIDC which are in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format with resolution 512 x 
512 and with a wide range of scanning parameter values. (Slice thickness 0.6mm to 2.5mm, In-plane pixel size 
0.461mm to 0.977mm). 
A Computed Tomography image from the LIDC database with a solid nodule connected to the border is shown in 
Fig 2(a). The thorax mask obtained from the preprocessed image by thresholding and morphological operations is 
used to remove the artifacts external to the patient’s body. Thorax extraction is the first step in the proposed lung 
segmentation method, and the extracted thorax region using the thorax mask is shown in Fig 2(b). This step makes 
the lung region extraction more accurate. The lung mask is prepared so as to include nodules connected to the 
boarder. The segmented lung region using lung mask is shown in Fig 3 (a). After the successful extraction of lung 
region without eliminating the nodule connected to the boarder, next step is to identify the possible nodule locations. 
 
 
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 2. (a) Computed Tomography image; (b) Thorax region extracted. 
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An Intermediate level thresholding is proposed and employed for this and the threshold is selected by giving an 
offset to the maximum value of intensity which is decided from mean intensity value within the extracted lung 
region. The resultant mask is used to obtain the intermediate level pulmonary nodule locations. Fig 3(b) shows the 
possible nodule locations obtained by the proposed method. 
After segmenting possible nodule locations, the next step is to identify the pulmonary nodule candidates. A 
Micro-level threshold is selected based on the maximum, mean and minimum intensity values. The pulmonary 
nodule candidates identified in the micro level thresholding is shown in Fig 4(a). As explained earlier, the number of 
false nodules may be large and prospective non- nodule candidates are eliminated by an initial filtering using shape 
features. The remaining highly prospective nodule candidates are given in Fig 4(b).   
Simulation studies are carried out and Table 1 summarizes the performance of the proposed method. Number of 
nodule candidates detected at the Micro Level thresholding and number of nodules after filtering are given.  Number 
of false nodules can be greatly reduced by the filtering operation but the number is still large.  
 
 
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) Segmented Lung image; (b) Possible Pulmonary nodule locations. 
 
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 4. (a) Nodule candidates identified in the Micro Level Thresholding; (b) Possible Pulmonary nodule candidates after rule based filtering. 
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Table 1. Pulmonary nodule Candidate detection   results of the proposed study. 
Database for the 
study 
No. of Slices used 
Type of the 
nodule 
No. of Nodules 
Micro level 
No. of Nodules 
after filtering 
 
LIDC 7 Juxta-pleural 56 11 
PLD-SM 37 Solid 869 221 
 11 Non solid 82 11 
PLD-SL 5 Solid 93 32 
 
The proposed method is best suited for detection of isolated solid nodules. In addition, detection of non solid 
nodules is also possible to certain extent because of two level thresholding.  Small nodules connected to the boarders 
are also included by morphological closing operations. But larger size juxta-pleural nodules are eliminated because 
of the selected size of structuring element. This can be overcome by appropriate algorithmic modifications in the 
proposed method.  
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a novel approach making use of three level Thresholding for efficient segmentation and feature 
extraction of pulmonary nodule candidates has been proposed. The technique employed Global, Intermediate and 
Micro -level Thresholdings for segmentation and connected component analysis for extraction of features from 
segmented pulmonary nodules. Prospective non- nodule candidates are eliminated by an initial filtering.  Feature-
based classifier also can be used for further false nodule elimination.  
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